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1 IntroductionThis paper presents an attractor neural network (ANN) model of semantic fact re-trieval. The static structure of the model represents a Semantic Network (SN) and itsdynamics a Spreading Activation process. Both these static and dynamic constituentsare of paramount importance in arti�cial intelligence and cognitive sciences for theunderstanding and modeling of human memory retrieval processes. We shall thereforedemonstrate that attractor neural networks can be successfully used to model higherlevel cognitive phenomena than standard content addressable pattern recognition.Attractor neural networks are part of the more general Connectionist framework[1], that has been developed in recent years in parallel to the classic arti�cial intelli-gence mainstream of symbolic processing. While in the latter information is storedat speci�c memory addresses and processed by explicit rules, in the Connectionistframework no such distinction between the information and the processing algorithmexists [2].The implementation of symbolic, graph-based structures such as semantic netsusing connectionist architectures, is straight forward if a local representation is uti-lized; i.e., every node (representing a concept) in the SN is represented uniquely bya single processing unit (a neuron) in the NN. In accordance, every edge in the SNgraph (representing an association) is to be represented by a connection (a synapse)in the NN, and the amount of activation of the various nodes is represented by usingcontinuous valued neurons. Indeed, models constructed along these lines have alreadybeen presented [3, 4, 5, 6]. However, as noted by Ritter and Kohonen in regard withsuch one-to-one semantic modeling [7], \In view of the contemporary neurophysiolog-ical data, such a degree of speci�city and spatial resolution is highly improbable inbiology". Hinton [8] has claimed that an alternative approach, based on distributedrepresentations is more promising. According to this approach, the semantic conceptsare represented by groups (patterns) of neurons, such that each concept is distributedover many neurons and each neuron participates in representing many di�erent con-cepts. Following Hinton's original conceptual framework, semantically related objectsreceive similar representations. A thorough discussion of the merits of distributed rep-resentation vs. a local one was presented by Hinton, McClelland and Rumelhart [1].The speci�c advantages obtained by using distributed representations for our goalswill be further described in the discussion.In the context of modeling a semantic network, a distinction is made between asso-ciations linking together objects belonging to hierarchically-related semantic classes,and associations linking together objects and their attributes. This is made sincewe assume that hierarchically related objects receive closely related representationswith respect to a certain distance measure, while no such encoding similarity is rea-sonable between objects and their corresponding attributes. An association of the�rst kind is `zebra is-a mammal', while an association of the latter kind is `zebra has1



stripes'. A unique characteristic of a distributed representation is that if we assumethat the encoding is a topology-conforming mapping, i.e., closely related concepts re-ceive closely related representations, then associational linkage between such relatedconcepts emerges implicitly from their \geometric" proximity in the encoding space.As opposed, the second kind of associations should be explicitly implemented into thesynaptic connections. This distinction is realized by constructing the model from twointeracting subnetworks, one storing the objects and the other the attributes. Whilethe semantic proximity between objects is reected in the degree of similarity of theircorresponding encodings, the associations between objects and attributes are realizedby projections between patterns belonging to di�erent subnetworks.Out of the various existing kinds of distributed connectionist models, we have se-lected the ANN paradigm. According to this paradigm, cognitive events are realizedas sustained activity states of a neural net, which are attractors of the neural dynam-ics. These attractors are distributed activity patterns of the whole neural net, andlearning is accomplished through modifying the synaptic connections' strength via aHebbian-like mechanism. ANNs perform a content addressable memory retrieval andcan be used for pattern recognition since they have the ability for performing errorcorrection. For example, an ANN that models retrieval of information from shortterm memory, demonstrated in the high speed scanning experiments of Sternberg'stype [9]. The advantage of using ANNs for such modeling results from the fact thatthe error correction is ampli�ed at every processing phase which is based on conver-gence towards an attractor. In addition, biological data supporting the hypothesisthat memory activation is achieved through sustained neural activity, has been found[10].Our goal is to account for semantic fact retrieval using the ANN paradigm. Themodel is conceived so that response performance and retrieval times consistent withCollins and Quillian's experimental data, can be obtained. As a consequence, severalconstraints upon the model construction are imposed. The recognition and retrieval offacts (a relation composed of several concepts) would be straight forward if they wouldbe stored as attractors in the network. Nevertheless, when modeling fact retrieval, inlight of economy and language-productivity considerations [11], one cannot store everyfact as an attractor on its own, and therefore another strategy should be pursued;facts will be represented as spatial-temporal combinations of their constituents, whichthemselves will continue to be represented as attractors. Subsequently, the retrievalof facts is described by a dynamical process performed on this attractor space.Collins and Quillian [12] have originally modeled two fundamental types of queries:1. An Object-Attribute (OA) query; i.e., asking wherever an item (object) A hasa property (attribute) X, (e.g., does a canary sing?).2. An Object-Object (OO) query; i.e., asking wherever an item A belongs to thecategory (superset) represented by item B, (e.g., is the canary a bird?).2



In addition to the modeling of these queries, which are characterized by per-forming an upwards motion in the semantic tree along the path leading to theroot, we have been able to demonstrate the modeling of other plausible typesof queries, (been handled previously in Fahlman's NETL system, [13]):3. The Property intersection query; i.e., what item has the properties X,Y, and Z,(e.g., who sings, ies, and has feathers?).4. The Reverse Category query; i.e., what type (sub-category) of item A has prop-erty X, (e.g., what kind of bird sings?).The network's dynamics should realize a process in which semantic queries areresponded. The queries being modeled are composed of either an item (object) andan attribute, two objects, or two attributes. It is assumed that upon a presentation ofa query, a preprocessing state exists, by which the two components of the presentedquery are distinguished and inputed into the corresponding subnetwork (items orattributes), by means of external �elds. It has already been shown that ANNs canmaintain their retrieval capabilities even if the input is applied as an external �eld[14]. It is assumed that a necessary condition for obtaining a positive response is thata stable state with high similarity to the second input component is achieved. If sucha degree of similarity is not achieved during a certain �xed time, or the network hasconverged into a stable state with low amount of similarity with the second input,then a negative response occures.This paper is further divided into four sections; In section 2. we briey review theSemantic Network and Spreading Activations concepts. In section 3. we outline thearchitecture of the model presented and describe its dynamical behavior. In section 4.the results of computer simulations of the model are described and in section 5. somecomputational characteristics of the model are analyzed and the model's performancein comparison with the existing psychological experimental data is discussed.2 Preliminaries.In this section we briey discuss the static and dynamic features upon which the modelis based. The model's static structure is a semantic network, originated by Quillian[15, 16, 17] as a mode of knowledge representation. Its primary motivation was theEconomy principle stating that items are stored without redundancy, as is describedfurther below. Information is represented by a set of nodes, representing concepts,connected to each other by a set of edges (pointers), which represent relationshipsamong the concepts represented. Di�erent models of semantic nets have later beenused to represent a variety of kinds of knowledge [18, 19, 20].The semantic network described by Collins and Quillian [12] is a directed treelinked structure (see �g. 1) where the nodes stand for concepts designating classes3



of objects and the edges between them represent a special kind of relationship (des-ignated an AKO (`a kind of') relationship in AI literature), denoting a category (orsuperset) relation; For example, such a directed edge pointing from node A to Bdesignates that the concept represented by A (e.g., a dog) belongs to the categoryrepresented by concept B (e.g., the mammals). In addition, every node has anothertype of directed edges pointing to some properties represented by a set of nodes ex-ternal to the tree structure. The existence of an edge between an object node to aproperty node denotes that the object has that property, (e.g., the dog barks).denote object (item) nodes andA chief characteristic of such a semantic net is that if there is a property X whichis common to some of the concepts (items) de�ned in the tree, it can be stored atthe highest possible concept, for which all concepts in the sub-tree spanned by it,still have this property X in common. Thus, a large amount of memory space can besaved, once a dynamic process is implemented characterized by motion along the pathleading from a node through its ancestors. In the model presented, such a dynamicprocess has been implemented using spreading activation.The theory of Spreading Activation [12, 21] has a major role in modeling thevarious phenomena gathered in psychological experiments, concerning the dynamicsof semantic processing. It is based on the hypothesis that the cognitive activityevoked when a memory is queried about one of its stored facts could be characterizedby a `spreading out' process. In this respect, by `facts' we mean statements aboutstored items or the relations between them, (e.g., `the dog barks'). In this process,it is hypothized that the activation originates at the nodes representing the conceptsqueried about (`dog, barks', denoted the `initiating nodes') and further spreads inparallel to all the nodes that are connected to one of the initiating nodes. If severalinitiating nodes are connected to another node, then the latter could be considered asan `intersection' node, receiving a high level of activation (above a certain threshold)from all initiating nodes.Since our model is based on the ANN paradigm, the spreading of activation occursin the concepts' and not in the neurons' space. The activity of a concept is de�nedas the overlap between the pattern representing it and the current network's state.Therefore, although in an ANN only one attractor can be fully activated at once,nevertheless, a restricted notion of spreading of activation can be manifested; whenmoving from one attractor to another, an intermediate stage consisting of mixturesof several (low activated) patterns, arises. This intermediate `spreading' (divergence)of activity �nally converges into an attractor. It will be further shown, that in somecases this convergence may be viewed as expressing the intersection phenomenon. Inaddition, since our model is based on two separate ANN subnetworks, objects andattributes may be fully activated at the same moment.4



3 Description of the Model.An ANN is an assembly of formal neurons connected by synapses. The neuron's stateis a binary variable S, taking the values �1 denoting �ring or resting states , corre-spondingly. The network's state is a vector specifying the binary values of all neuronsat a given moment. Each neuron receives inputs from all other neurons to which it isconnected, and �res only if the sum of the inputs is above its threshold. This processmay include a stochastic component (noise) which is analogous to temperature Tin statistical mechanics. When a neuron �res, its output, weighted by the synapticstrength, is communicated to other neurons and as a consequence, the network's stateevolves. Mathematically this is described as follows; in the deterministic caseSi(t+ 1) = sgn(hi(t)) (1)and for the stochastic case, with temperature T bySi(t+ 1) = ( 1; with prob. 12(1 + tanh(hiT ))�1; with prob. 12(1 � tanh(hiT )) (2)where Si is the state of neuron i and hi is the local �eld (the postsynaptic potential)of neuron i, which is given by: hi = NXj 6=i JijSj (3)where Jij is the ij element of the connection matrix.The network's trajectories, are therefore determined by the matrix describing thesynaptic weights, which reect prior learning. For speci�c synaptic weight matrices,the emergent motion is characterized by convergence to stable pattern con�gurations(representing the memorized concepts) which are attractors of the dynamics [22].Various versions of ANNs, whose attractors form an hierarchic structure, have beendeveloped [23, 24]: the hierarchical structure of the stored memory patterns reectstheir proximity in the pattern space according to some distance measure.The model we propose for fact retrieval from a semantic memory is composed oftwo ANN subnetworks of N neurons, (in our simulations we have chosen N = 1000).;the �rst subnetwork, denoted the items subnetwork, stores a semantic tree of items,illustrated as circles in �g. 1. The second subnetwork, denoted the attributes network,stores the items' properties, depicted as squares in �g. 1.3.1 The items subnetworkThe stored items are organized in a three level tree. The top level consists of twopatterns representing the most general items in our semantic set, denoted by ��,where � = 1; 2. Each of these two patterns is generated by selecting the value of5



every neuron in the network to be 1 with probability q1 and �1 with probability 1�q1independently. The average activity h��i for these patterns is therefore a1 = 2q1 � 1.From each of these patterns, two descendants, denoted by ��� , (�; � = 1; 2) aregenerated by probabilistically ipping some (1 � q2) bits (neurons) of the ancestorpattern �mu. Formally stated, this is performed in the following way;��� i = ��i � ��i (4)where �� is subject to the probability distributionP (��i) = q2�(��i � 1) + (1� q2)�(��i + 1) (5)where �(x) is the Dirac delta-function which is zero for x 6= 0 and its integral equalsone.q2 has to be greater than 0:5 so that a positive correlation will exist between theancestor and its descendant patterns. In the same fashion, a third level of patterns,denoted ���� (�; �; � = 1; 2), is generated by probabilistically ipping some of theancestor's ��� bits, with a similarity parameter q3 also greater than 0:5;����i = ��� i � ��i (6)where �� is subject to the probability distributionP (��i) = q3�(��i � 1) + (1 � q3)�(��i + 1) (7)Subsequently, each pattern belonging to the �rst level is in correlation a2 = 2q2�1with its direct descendants, while the same holds for next generation with correlationa3 = 2q3 � 1. It is straightforward that the correlation between a pattern in the�rst level and its descendants in the third layer is a2a3 and the correlation betweentwo patterns belonging to the same ancestors is a22 in the second layer and a32 inthe third one. Since we have chosen q2 = q3 = 0:75, we obtain an equal correlationof 0:5 between each ancestor and descendant. The correlation between two patternsat the same level, with a common direct ancestor, is 0:25. Observe that in thisstructure items closely related obtain similar encoding (where the degree of similarityis measured by the Hamming distance) which reects the geometric proximity in the2N space.The connectivity matrix which embeds this hierarchic structure of attractors, isconstructed according to Feigelman and Io�e [23];Jij = X�=1;2 ��i(��j � a1) + 11� a22 X�;�=1;2(��� i � a2��i)(��� j � a2��j) (8)+ 11� a32 X�;�;�=1;2(����i � a3��� i)(����j � a3��� j)6



Using this connection matrix is can be easily shown that each of the stored patternsis a stable state since hi = NXj=1 JijSj = Sj (9)when S is one of the patterns stored (��; ��� ; ����), whose total number is 2+4+8 =14.3.2 The attributes subnetworkThis subnetwork stores the properties (attributes) belonging to the items, as attrac-tors. The patterns representing the attributes denoted by �� are uncorrelated, i.e.,they are by generated by selecting randomly the values of each neuron to be �1 withequal probability. This network is therefore a Hop�eld type network [22] and its con-nection matrix is: Pp�=1 ��i��j Since for every item stored in the items network wearbitrarily assign three distinct attributes, the total number of stored attributes p is14 � 3 = 42.3.3 The subnetworks interactionThe two subnetworks are weakly connected through two kinds of synapses. The �rstkind of synapses, JAI , are projecting the activation from items subnetwork to theattributes one, while synapses of the second kind, J IA, project the activation in theopposite direction; every item pattern projects through synapses of the �rst kind tothree attribute patterns and each of those attribute patterns project their activitybackwards to it. The �rst interconnectivity matrix is as follows:JAI ij = �1X� (��1i + ��2i + ��3i)��j (10)In this formula, the neuron i belongs to the attributes network, and the the neu-ron j belongs to the items network. �� denotes an attractor in the items subnetworkso that the sum runs over all items patterns and connects each of them to its threeattribute patterns in the attributes subnetwork. �1 denotes the strength of the pro-jection from items to attributes patterns.The second interconnectivity matrix is:J IAij = �2X� ��i(��1j + ��2j + ��3j) (11)where i belongs to the item network, j to the attributes network and �2 is thestrength of the projection from attributes to items.7



3.4 Characteristics of the uni�ed networkThe behavior of the network as a whole depends on the values of the couplings �1 and�2. In the extreme case when �1;2 � 1, every combination of attractor pairs (of thetwo subnetworks) is an equally stable attractor. Therefore, the uni�ed network canpractically be regarded as two separate modules. On the other extreme, if �1;2 = 1and every item is coupled to a single attribute then the uni�ed network reduces toa simple ANN in which every attractor is composed of the correspondingly coupledsubnetworks attractors as substrings. For in between values of �1;2, an intermediatebehavior is obtained; every combination of subnetwork attractors is an attractor ofthe uni�ed network, but not with equal stability. The most stable attractors of theuni�ed network (with the largest basin of attraction) are the ones composed of coupledsubnetwork attractors. This is illustrated by the following examples; if two mutuallycoupled patterns are queried about, e.g., SA = ��2 and SI = ��, then the local �eldin the items subnetwork is hi = ��(1 + �2) (12)while if the queried patterns are not mutually coupled, e.g., SA = ��1 and SI = ��,(where ��1 is an attribute of object ��), we gethi = �� + �2�� (13)This means that in the �rst case the attractor is strongly stable while in thelatter, it is less stable since for neurons at which �� 6= �� the local �eld is ��(1� �2).Therefore, for such intermediate values of �1;2, the uni�ed network is characterizedby weak modularity.3.5 Input { output strategyThe need to account for the various experimental results of Collins and Quillian,has imposed several methodological constraints guiding the input{output strategyused in the model. In order to account for the fact that the response times to thevarious queries are graded, a uniform motion upwards the tree structure had to beimplemented. This imposes a �rst constraint on the input to the objects subnetwork:the external �eld representing this input must decay fast enough so that the upwardmotion is not disturbed. Second, a criterion for discriminating between true and falsequeried facts is needed. Using only the network's convergence into a stable stateis not su�cient, since even for false facts such convergence could occur, thereforeleading to a false response (a false fact positively answered). Thus, the identity of thestable state arrived should be examined. In the case of an Object-attribute query,this examination cannot be performed upon the Objects subnetwork, since in cases ofproperty inheritance, (e.g., does the canary y?) the identity of the ancestor pattern8



to which the queried attribute is linked to, is not known in advance. Therefore, thisexamination should be performed upon the attributes subnetwork. This, in turn,leads to the conclusion that the input to the attributes subnetwork cannot decay toofast. This input has to last for su�cient time such that the upwards motion uponthe objects tree structure reaches the object to which the queried attribute is linked.Otherwise, when this object is reached, no memory of the queried attribute is left.In conclusion, the input-output strategy used is not symmetric: An input is re-alized by a local external �eld applied to the appropriate subnetwork. In particular,the �rst input is applied as an external �eld which is initially strong and then decays,(this is equivalent to initializing the network in the corresponding input state), whilethe second input is applied as a constant external �eld. Naturally, the subnetworkupon which the response is examined depends upon the type of query; In the caseof an Object-attribute query, it is assumed that a necessary condition for obtaininga response is that the attribute subnetwork remains in a stable state for a su�cientduration; a response is considered positive if during this period a high degree of sim-ilarity between the stable state and the second input component is achieved. If sucha degree of similarity is not achieved during a certain �xed time, or the network hasconverged into a stable state with low amount of similarity with the second input,then a negative response occures. Similarly, In the case of an Object-object query,the second component of the query is applied as a non-decaying external �eld tothe Objects subnetwork where convergence is examined. The initial state of bothsubnetworks is a \neutral" attractor, with no semantic assignment.3.6 Expected network behaviorFour types of queries are de�ned and the following scenario are expected accordingly:1. Object-attribute query: when a query is presented, the items network isinitialized by a strong external �eld with the attractor representing the queriedobject, (ultimately, this �eld will decay as explained above). The equivalentexternal �eld applied to the attributes network is weaker but of constant value.By itself it is not su�cient to drive the attribute subnetwork out of its neutralattractor, nevertheless, due to the projection from the items to the attributessubnetwork, two scenario can occur:(a) In the case of a positive query (a query about a truly stored relationship(denoted � ,�q) such as `does a canary y ?'), the local �eld in attributesubnetwork will initially behi = �0i + �1(�1i + �2i + �3i) + �3�qi +Ri (14)where �0 represents the neutral attractor, �1;2;3 represent attributes as-signed to the queried item � , �q stands for the pattern representing the9



queried attribute, and �3 denotes the strength of the external �eld causedby the queried attribute. Ri is a \cold" noise �eld originated by the pro-jection from other attractors in the items network which overlap � . Mostof these projections will be negligible, except of the term originated by thedirect ancestor, since a pattern's strength of projection is proportional toits overlap with the actual state of the network. Two cases are furtherdistinguished:i. If the queried attribute is directly associated with the queried item(e.g., `does the canary sing ?') then �q is one of the three attributepatterns �1;2;3 , for example �1. Therefore, for certain values of theparameters �, since the component of �1 in the �eld hi is �1 + �3,the subnetwork's state will be attracted into the pattern representingthe queried attribute �1. Consequently, the reverse projection to-wards the items subnetwork will be directed toward the queried itemenhancing its stability. Therefore, the uni�ed network will remain in astable state (composed of the two queried inputs) which is interpretedas a positive response.ii. If the queried attribute is directly associated with an ancestor of thequeried item, (e.g., `does the canary have feathers ?', which is an-swered positively in light of the semantic inheritance), the external�eld caused by the queried attribute is directed towards an attributeof the queried item's ancestor. Therefore the external �eld in the at-tribute subnetwork will be as in equation 14, where �q is now a patternrepresenting an attribute belonging to the queried item's ancestor. At�rst, since all the above terms are distinct (pseudo orthogonal) at-tractors, the attribute subnetwork is expected to arrive at a mixedstable state. We have chosen �3 > �1 and therefore the major compo-nent of the mixed state is �q, but the other components �1;2;3 and theattribute attractor associated with the queried item's direct ancestor(present in Ri) exist. Consequently, the reverse projection is di�use,but its major component is directed towards the queried item's ances-tor because of the large relative weight of the �q component. Hence,the items subnetwork state will be destabilized and a transition towardthe ancestor corresponding to �q will occur. In turn, the projectiontowards the attributes subnetwork is directed towards the ancestor'sattributes containing �q, and therefore the uni�ed network will bestabilized in a state composed by the queried attribute and its cor-responding item. Thus a positive response is attained, however, theresponse time is larger due to the transition process. When the at-tribute queried belongs to a second level ancestor (a \grandfather")10



of the queried item, the transition passes (at least partially) throughthe direct ancestor and the response time will be even longer. Thishappens due to the direct ancestor's component in the noise term Riand to the geometric proximity between the queried item and its di-rect ancestor (i.e., from the geometric aspect, the direct ancestor liesin between the item queried and the item corresponding to the queriedattribute). Therefore we expect to obtain a cascade of response times,increasing with the semantic distance between the queried item andthe item corresponding to the queried attribute.(b) In the case of a negative query, (a query about a non-stored relationship(denoted � , �r ) such as `does a canary bark ?'), the external �eld causedby the queried attribute is not directed towards one of the attractors pro-jected by the queried item. The external �eld is as in equation 14 andsince all the terms are distinct (pseudo orthogonal) attractors the attributesubnetwork is expected to arrive at a mixed stable state. The major com-ponent of the mixed state is the �r, but the other components �1;2;3 andthe attribute attractor associated with the queried item's direct ancestor(present in Ri) also exist. Consequently, the reverse projection is di�useand the state of the items subnetwork either remains in the initial statecorresponding to the queried item or a transition towards the state corre-sponding to the queried item's direct ancestor occurs. The latter occurswhen the queried attribute belongs to a direct sibling of the queried item,since the local �eld in the items subnetwork contains the major componentspointing to �111; �112 and �11, where for example, �111 denotes the querieditem, �112 the item pointed by the queried attribute, and �11 their directancestor. In light of the geometric structure, (the ancestor is in betweenits descendants) and using the majority rule we obtain a local �eld similar(with the same sign) with the ancestor pattern for most (N(1� q32)) of itsneurons. This can be viewed as an instance of the spreading activation no-tion of intersection. However, also the above transition will not attract theattribute subnetwork into the state corresponding to the queried attribute,since using equation 14, all the terms continue to be orthogonal. Since thecomponent of the queried attribute in the mixed state is not su�cientlylarge (we have chosen a threshold of 0:9), a negative response will be gen-erated after a �xed amount of time. However, since the coe�cients of thesemajor components are unequal (they depend on the attribute subnetworkstate) the situation is more complex; for the case when the coe�cient of�112 is large (this occurs when �3 is large), the items subnetwork may beattracted into the �112 pattern, leading the attributes subnetwork into theattractor �r representing the queried attribute, and an error is generated.11



2. Object-object query: the behavior of the network for the case of an object-object query evolves in similar lines to the previous description, therefore wepresent only a brief overview of its main aspects; both inputs are introduced intothe items subnetwork, as explained above, while the �rst input is initializingthe items subnetwork, the second input is introduced as an external �eld ofstrength �4. In the case of a positive direct query (e.g., `is a canary a bird ?')the external �eld will enhance the stability of the network's initial state. Forthe case of positive query in general, a transition towards the ancestor occursdue to the external �eld. When the second input is a two levels higher than the�rst, the transition passes through the �rst item's direct ancestor. Therefore,a cascade of retrieval times is expected in accordance to the semantic distancebetween the inputs. In these cases a positive response is obtained since thestable states reached have a high degree of similarity (overlap) with the secondinput.In the case of negative queries (e.g., `is a canary a mammal ?'), if the secondinput is a sibling of the �rst input, the network performs a transition towardsthe state corresponding to the common ancestor, (an intersection). This state isinterpreted as a negative response since its overlap (similarity) with the secondinput is below the threshold previously de�ned. If the second input is semanti-cally far apart (and not an ancestor of) the �rst input, a mixed state is achievedand again a negative response is produced. As in the Object-attribute case, anerror may be produced since for large values of �4 the items subnetwork maybe attracted to the pattern representing the second input.3. Reverse category query: (what kind of bird sings ?) This query requires anexplicit answer (which is not a yes/no response). The response will be achievedupon the convergence of the items subnetwork to a stable state. As in theprevious case, the �rst input initializes the items subnetwork while the secondone is introduced as an external �eld to the attribute network. However, in orderto obtain a correct response, note that a downwards traverse should proceed onthe tree structure.4. Reverse property query: (who sings, ies and has feathers ?) As in theprevious case, this query also requires an explicit answer. The query gainssigni�cance when there are attributes such that each belongs to several items,(otherwise the item can already be retrieved by presenting a single attribute).The query is modeled by presenting the queried attributes as external �eldsapplied to the attributes subnetwork and the items subnetwork is initialized bya random pattern. As in �g. 4., when the queried attributes are ��1 and ��2,the attributes subnetwork reaches a mixed state whose projection to the itemssubnetwork leads to convergence into �111 (since �111 receives projection from12



both attributes while �112 from only one of them). In this way an intersectionprocess is used in order to retrieve the requested information.3.7 An auxiliary bias mechanism.A possible mechanism by which performance can be improved and the number oferroneous responses reduced (see section 3), is a dynamic bias �eld, introduced intothe items subnetwork. It was shown [24, 25] that bias can enhance the performanceof an ANN. This is done by introducing the additional �eld:�hi = ��b( 1N Xj Sj � a) (15)where a denotes the average activity of a group of learned patterns. This additional�eld tends to weakly constraint the activity of the network`s state around a. If thepatterns in the tree structure are generated so that every level l is characterized bya distinct average activity al, then by modifying al in equation 15 we can enhancethe stability of the pattern in the respective level. We have chosen the value of theparameter q1 to be 0:25 and therefore the activity of the di�erent levels is a1 = �0:5,a2 = �0:25 and a3 = �0:125. In equation 15, the �rst term results from a constantdecrement of the synaptic matrix values while the second is a constant �eld whichcan be interpreted as a uniform threshold. Thus, by controlling this external �eldthe network's state motion can be guided upward or downward the tree structure.Such an external control mechanism can be psychologically motivated as involving an`attention' process required in accordance with the speci�c query; for some kinds ofqueries (e.g. queries 1,2) the processing is characterized by upward motion while forothers (e.g.query 3) a downward motion is required.4 Computer Simulation of the Model4.1 Technical detailsEach of the two simulated sub-networks is composed of a 1000 neurons. The sub-networks were constructed according to the prescriptions presented in the model'sdescription. Their attractor states were randomly generated before every new sim-ulation run to ensure the independence of the results obtained of a speci�c set ofattractors. The dynamics were characterized by an asynchronous, stochastic process;within one update cycle, the units are updated sequentially in random order. Afterall units have been updated the next update cycle begins.We have run the simulations with and without the bias mechanism. An improvedperformance was found in the latter case, in the sense that a more uniform motionon the tree structure was achieved. In addition, the No. of retrieval errors was13



signi�cantly decreased, as will be described further on. The bias was implemented bymodifying the parameter a of equation 15, so that every 10 iterations it equals themean activity of the patterns in the following level, e.g., for an upwards motion a is:8<: t < 10 a = -0.12510 � t < 20 a = -0.25t � 20 a = -0.5 (16)The values of the various parameters used are as follows;� �1, the strength of the projection from items to attributes was chosen equal to0:3.� �2, the strength of the projection from attributes to items was chosen to be0:55. �2 was chosen greater than �1 since the latter constitutes an importantcomponent of the force driving the activity in the items sub-network alongthe path leading from a queried item through its ancestors to the root of thesemantic tree.� The parameters denoting the strength of the external �elds representing queriedattributes and items �3 and �4 in correspondence are �3 = 0:35 and �4 = 0:2.�4 is relatively smaller since it acts directly on the items subnetwork. The biasparameter was set to �b = 5.� The Temperature is T = 0:15. Since the dynamics of the network includestochastic noise, the networks' state is characterized by uctuations even whena stable state is achieved. Therefore, a concept was considered to be activatedif the the network's state S overlap with the pattern representing this conceptis larger than a threshold of 0:9 for at least 5 consecutive iterations.4.2 Illustration of a typical query run.The dynamics of the uni�ed network in response to the presentation of a query isexempli�ed graphically by the following �gures, where item patterns are representedby circles connected by solid lines (corresponding to semantic relations) while theattribute patterns are represented by squares each of them connected by a dashedline to the item to which it belongs. The size of the various items and attributespresented is proportional to the amount of overlap between the current sub-network'sstate and the patterns representing them.Fig. 2 describes the case when an item is queried about an attribute belonging toits `grandfather' in the semantic tree; The initial state is depicted in �g 2a. wherein the items subnetwork the pattern representing the queried item is dominant andthe activity of the attributes subnetwork is dispersed among many patterns. Fig. 2b.(after 15 iterations) illustrates a transition of the items subnetwork to a state with14



high degree of overlap with the queried item's direct ancestor. In correspondence theactivity of attributes belonging to it is increased. Fig. 2c. describes the situation(after 22 iterations) where a transition to the pattern representing the queried item's`grandfather' has taken place and shortly afterwards (after 24 iterations) the attributenetworks is seen to converge into a stable state of high overlap with the queriedattribute. Consequently, a correct positive response is generated.Fig. 3 describes the case when an item is queried about an attribute belonging toits direct ancestor; The initial state (�g 3a., after 3 iterations) is as in the previousquery. Fig 3b. (after 10 iterations) illustrates a transition of the items subnetworkto a state with high degree of overlap with the queried item's direct ancestor. Incorrespondence the activity of attributes belonging to it is increased. This trend isstrengthened as can be seen in �g. 3c., (after 13 iterations) where the network hasconverged and remains at a state with high overlaps with the patterns representingthe queried components.attribute belonging toThe dynamics of the network in response to a negative query are presented in�g. 4; observing the initial state (�g 4a., 3 iterations) one can see higher activity inthe patterns corresponding with the query`s components. Since both inputs drivethe items subnetwork to the queried item's ancestor (�g 4b., after 14 iterations) itconverges to its corresponding pattern, however the attributes network remains in amixed state and the query is answered with a negative response (�g 4c., 22).attribute which neitherThe dynamics of the network's response towards Object-Object queries followssimilar lines; for example, when an input is introduced pointing to a second levelancestor, a two stage transition (passing through the direct ancestor) will occur.When a a Reverse Category query is presented, a downwards motion should beperformed and in order to implement such motion the direction of the bias modi�ca-tion was inverted. Best performance was achieved when in addition the parameters�4 and �b were now set to the values of �4 = 0:4 and �b = 7.Fig 5. illustrates the case of a Reverse Property query. It can be seen that the theactivity of the item corresponding to the intersection of all three inputed attributespresented grows.`intersect' and their corresponding4.3 PerformanceIn order to examine the performance of the network the simulations were run 30 timesfor each query. For every run, the patterns representing the items and attributes, arerandomly generated. The results of the overall performance without introducing biasare presented in table 1, where for example, a zero-level object-attribute (OA) querydenotes that the queried attribute directly belongs to the queried item, a one-level15



object-object (OO) query denotes that the �rst component of the query is a directdescendant of the second one, etc. Best performance rate was achieved with parametervalues of �1 = 0:35, �2 = 0:75, �3 = 0:5, �4 = 0:4 and T = 0:15.The query % of CR MTPositive zero-level OA query 100 2.7Positive one-level OA query 86.5 9.4Positive two-level OA query 63.5 15.2Negative OA query 80Positive zero-level OO query 100 1Positive one-level OO query 83 4.5Positive two-level OO query 47 6.5Negative OO query 30Table 1: Performance and response times for the various queries.CR denotes correct response and MT the mean-time of correct response counted bythe No. of iterations.It can be seen that for positive object-attribute queries a gradual linear cascadeof retrieval times exists; i.e., the larger the semantic distance between the queriescomponents, the longer it takes for a stable state to be reached. For object-attributenegative queries, no correlation was found between the semantic distance betweenthe query's components and the time a stable state was reached in the attributesubnetwork. Several possibilities for determining the response time of negative queriesexist and will be discussed in the next section.For object-object queries the network's performance is considerably deterioratedas can be seen in table 1; depending on the value of �4, either we obtain goodperformance for positive queries and poor performance for the negative ones, or viceversa. It seems that the di�erence originates from the non-symmetric modeling of thetwo queries.The addition of an auxiliary bias mechanism improves the performance of thenetwork with regard to its response accuracy while retaining the cascade of retrievaltimes described above. The results of the statistics performed on such runs arepresented in table 2.We have found that the network implicitly exhibits the Priming phenomenon; afundamental characteristic inherent to the spreading activation theory [26]; Primingdesignates the phenomena by which cognitively active concepts cause the memoryretrieval of related concepts to be faster. According to SA theory this is explainedby the nodes representing the latter concepts receiving a certain amount of baselineactivation from the former node representing the cognitively active concept and thusrendering it more prone for further sub-threshold activation. In the model presented,16



The query % of CR MTPositive zero-level OA query 100 3.1Positive one-level OA query 100 9.1Positive two-level OA query 100 15.3Negative OA query 96.5Positive zero-level OO query 100 1Positive one-level OO query 100 15.3Positive two-level OO query 96.5 22.7Negative OO query 100Table 2: Performance and response times for the various queries | Auxiliary biasmechanism is incorporated.CR denotes correct response and MT the mean-time of correct response counted bythe No. of iterations.when an input is presented to the network its retrieval time depends on the residualstate of the network. When the network was initialized with the pattern �a andsubsequently another pattern �b is presented (as an external �eld, with �4 = 0:6 ),the convergence time of the network towards the latter pattern is proportional tothe semantic distance between them. For example, for the patterns �111 and �112 weobserve a convergence time of 9 iterations and for the case that the second pattern is�222 a convergence time of 13 iterations is observed.5 DiscussionIn this section we discuss several computational aspects of the ANN model presentedand examine the �t between simulation results and the psychological data regardingfact retrieval.Several advantages originate from using a distributed representation and ANNdynamics, in comparison with classic symbolic or local connectionist models:1. Models based on distributed representations function well as content address-able memories since they are capable of performing error correction and arefault tolerant.2. As have been described, the network `ascends' the concept hierarchy in a dis-tributed way, by having its state become more like the pattern for a higher levelconcept. In this way, it does not necessarily go through discrete steps corre-sponding to particular higher concepts, (as a symbolic program would do), butsort of `mushes' its way up or down the hierarchy. This process seems to us lessrigid and more `brain-like'. A further speculation is to view stored patterns with17



low amount of overlap with the network's current activity state as representing`sub-conscious' concepts awaiting for their turn to become `conscious', i.e., withhigh overlap with the network's activity state.3. Distributed systems automatically give rise to generalizations; i.e., when pre-sented with a non-familiar pattern the network can still relate to it accordingto its relative similarity with the various familiar patterns. In our model, whena new semantic concept is presented, the pattern representing it is stored inthe items subnetwork and its correct placing in the semantic tree, regardingits inheritance path and semantic relatedness to other concepts, is determinedimplicitly by the representation encoding without any need of explicit instruc-tions. In general, the semantic structure follows directly from the assumptionthat the encoding has such `semantic geometry' conservation. There is no needto speci�cally denote and learn pointers between items of the semantic tree.4. The network has the ability to learn new concepts that were not anticipatedat the time the network was constructed; while in classic symbolic models, orconnectionist models entailing local representations, one has to add new nodesto the network every time a new concept is learned, in the model presented sim-ply a new pattern is memorized. Our model has the characteristic that whena new concept is added, it becomes more and more signi�cant as its de�nitiongets more precise; i.e., if a new concept is added but it is not known yet tocontain any properties then no attribute patterns project to this concept's pat-tern and thus its basin of attraction would be very small. Only when a patternin the item's subnetwork receives considerable projection from the attributessubnetwork, it gains a su�ciently deep and wide basin of attraction, so that itscorresponding item becomes signi�cant.5. The various attributes are implicitly dynamically reallocated to the items towhich they belong. This is however a virtual process with no pointers beenactually modi�ed; observe for example a part of the semantic tree containingan item �11 and his two sons �111 and �112. When the attribute �l is �rstintroduced, for example when the fact `item �111 has the attribute �l' is �rststored, then its projection is directed only to this item �111. However, if thefact stating that `�l belongs to �112' is subsequently stored, then the projectionfrom �l to the items subnetwork is now �2�l(�111 + �112). Hence, in light of thegeometric construction, if the attributes subnetwork will be at the state �l itwill contribute a local �eld aligned with the ancestor �11 pattern in � N(1�q32)of its neurons, and therefore can now practically be considered as belonging tothis ancestor. Such a scenario is illustrated in �g. 6. where after introducing aproperty belonging to two sibling items the items subnetwork converges into thepattern representing their direct ancestor, though no such fact was explicitly18



stored by the network. By the same mechanism, if subsequently some of thesestored facts will be deleted then the situation will be reversed accordingly. Thisgeneralization property is expected to be enhanced in a network where a patterncan have more than just two direct descendants.6. By using a speci�c form of encoding representing di�erent amounts of activity atdi�erent layers of the semantic tree, we were able to use the bias mechanism inorder to model a general tendency of motion upon this tree. We do not have toperform a costly search process upon all the trajectories de�ned in the tree butmove in a general direction till the network converges to the correct attractor.Thus, by modeling such an external `attention' mechanism we were able toimprove much the performance of the network. It may be that modifying theexternal bias according to some oscillatory function can create such continuousupwards and downwards motion until correct convergence is achieved.The ANN paradigm is used to model the concept of `intersection' underliningspreading activation theory; As shown, intersection is achieved when the integratedaction of projections from some patterns leads to convergence to a stable state, notachievable by the activation of only one of the patterns solely. Thus, intersection ismodeled without any need for explicitly implementing a labelling procedure as in theoriginal spreading activation models.The model presented is constrained by the assumption that hierarchical asso-ciations are implicitly implemented by the geometric similarity solely. Under thisconstraint, several additional strategies for modeling fact retrieval phenomena havebeen tried, unsuccessfully; we have found that introducing a fatigue component intothe dynamics of the items subnetwork was not su�cient to create the requested mo-tion upwards or downwards the semantic tree. The same applyes to increasing thetemperature T . In both cases, most of the time the network would converge to var-ious mixed states, not assumed to be of cognitive signi�cance. Another conclusionof our work is that without bias the network's behavior is sensitive to small varia-tions in the values of the model parameters presented, and we have performed quitea number of simulations in order to �nd the parameters leading to best performance.However, when bias is introduced performance becomes much more reliable and morerobust via parameter values modi�cation. However, the above mentioned strategieswere successful when, removing the geometric constraint, the connections betweenthe various patterns in the items subnetwork were explicitly implemented by pointersbetween the patterns.Let us now compare the retrieval times (RT) of queries obtained in our model,with Collins and Quillian's psychological data [12]:1. The main similar feature is the cascade of RTs obtained for positive queries. Aswith the psychological data, when the RT's are plotted against the level of the19



query, straight lines are obtained. While using the bias mechanism, the slopeof the lines can be controlled mainly by changing the bias. If a constant rate ofbias increase is assumed, the lines representing the RT of OA and OO queriesare predicted to be parallel.2. The zero level OO query has a shorter RT than predicted by straight line extrap-olation. This is explained by Collins and Quillian by assuming that this queryis treated by pattern recognition and not by semantic retrieval. According toour model, this phenomena is expected since when the two inputs are identicalthe network is initialized to the desired stable end-state and no convergencetime is needed.3. According to the psychological experimental data, OA and OO queries are rep-resented by two parallel lines, with the OA line translated upwards relative tothe OO line by �t = 225ms. This shift time, which is three times larger thanthe time of a one-level ascendancy in the tree structure, is explained by Collinsand Quillian as the time needed for performing a search process for the queriedattribute. While ANN implementations of this scheme are possible in princi-ple, they were not realized in our model since no search process is explicitlyde�ned. The relatively longer (OA) RT's mentioned above are explained usingour model by the additional time needed to allow for the convergence of theattributes subnetwork. However, this leads to a shorter expected shift thanthe one experimentally observed. Yet, since we assume weak modularity, it isplausible that processes involving both subnetworks entail a constant delay dueto the ow of information between the subnetworks and thus the actual valueof the observed shift �t can be larger.4. As described, no correlation was found between the RT of a negative queryand the semantic distance between its components. However, it should benoticed that besides the strategy used in the model presented, there are severalother plausible strategies for determining the time when a query is considered`unretievable' and a negative response is generated;(a) The negative response is generated upon convergence of the item subnet-work into an attractor which is the root of the structure tree and whosesemantic meaning is `negative response'. However, according to such astrategy negative RTs for patterns closer to the root are expected to beshorter, which was not observed experimentally.(b) Negative facts could be directly stored in the network. This strategy iscompatible with our model since projections from items towards the re-spective attributes (and vice versa) may be negative, and it could be in-teresting to investigate it in the future.20
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